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Abstract: The history records much about the worked construction miracle, but little about the

methods of control. Critical Path Method (CPM) is one of the many network techniques which is

widely used for planning, scheduling and controlling the projects. It assumes that the estimated

completion time for a project can be shortened by applying additional resources: labor, equipment and

capital to particular key activities. CPM can save money through better planning, and in construction,

time is money. The main aim of this paper is a time-cost trade-off to find the shortest possible

duration to complete project at least cost within available maximum budgeting. This is achieved by

a method of stretching noncritical activities which at first crashing all activities simultaneously and

then stretching noncritical activities to use up available slack and obtain the greatest cost savings.

Key words: CPM; Time-cost trade-off; Stretching noncritical activities; Crash Conditions; least cost-
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INTRODUCTION

The objective of Critical Path Method (CPM) is to establish a feasible and desirable relationship between

the time and cost of the project by reducing the target time and taking into account the cost of expediting. A

number scheduling methods were developed for planning and scheduling of construction projects using

graphical methods such as line of balance and vertical production method. These techniques are neither suitable

for the scheduling of linear projects nor adequate for addressing typical challenge related to time-cost trade-off.

The success of CPM is that it utilizes the planner’s knowledge, experience, and instincts in a logical way

first to plan and then to schedule. CPM can save money through better planning.

Construction managers are continually facing a situation in which they must take a decision whether to

complete the project sooner than originally specified in the contract because of the clients request and /or to

optimize the cost of expediting (See O’Brien and Plotnick, 2004).

Some time the client needs to complete his construction project in shortest possible duration, so some of

the construction company doubts that it will be feasible to finish the project within the deadline without

incurring excessive costs. In this paper we presented a method of stretching noncritical activities to complete

the project in shortest possible duration at least cost within available maximum budgeting.

Time-Cost Relationship:

The Critical Path Method assumes that the estimated completion time for a project can be shortened by

applying additional resources: equipment, labor and capital to particular key activities. It assumes that the time

to perform any project activity is depending on the amount of effort or resources applied to it. Unless stated

otherwise, any given activity is assumed to be performed at a normal (usual and customary) work pace. This

is the “normal” point. Associated with this pace is the normal time, Tn—how long the activity will take under

normal work conditions. Also associated with the normal pace is the normal cost, Cn, the price of doing the

activity in the normal time. (Usually the normal pace is assumed to be the most efficient and thus least costly

pace .To reduce the time to complete the activity, more resources are applied in the form of additional

personnel and overtime. As more resources are applied, the duration is shortened, but the cost rises. When the

maximum effort is applied so that the activity can be completed in the shortest possible time, the activity is

said to be crashed. The crash condition represents not only the shortest activity duration, but the greatest cost

as well. This is the “crash” point. The time-cost of completing an activity under normal conditions and crash

conditions theoretically defines two extreme points. The line connecting these points, called the cost slope,
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represents the time-cost relationship, or marginal trade-off of cost-to-time for the activity. Every activity has

its own unique time-cost relationship. The relationship can be linear, curvilinear (concave or convex), or a step

function. Because the shape of the actual time-cost relationship is often not known, a simple linear relationship

is assumed. Given this assumption, the formula for the cost slope is where Cc and Cn are the crash and

normal costs, respectively, and Tc and Tn are the crash and normal times for the same activity. The cost slope

shows by how much the cost of the job would change if activities were sped up or slowed down. In general,

the steepness of the cost slope increases as an activity is accelerated (Nicholas, 2004), (Senouci and Eldin,

1996)

  (1)

Hypothetical Project:

To illustrate the methodology of stretching noncritical activities method, we consider the following case

study:

The construction projects company decided to accept the offer to construct a new plant. The maximum

budgeting that available for the client is $B. He needs the plant in shortest possible duration T time unit within

$B to go into operation product. Therefore, the contract includes the following provision

€ A penalty of $P for each time unit if the construction company has not completed construction in shortest

possible duration T time unit within $B from now.

The management looks forward to the challenge of bringing the project in on schedule. However, since

it is sure that it will be infeasible to finish the project within T time unite in normal work conditions , the cost

and time of completing the project activities under normal conditions is $Cn, Tn time unite respectively. So

the project manager decides to use the time-cost trade-off with applied method of stretch noncritical activities

to complete the project in shortest duration at the least cost within maximum budgeting available(Hillier, 2001).

The following terms need to illustrate.

Ai : Project’s activities, where i =(1,2,…, n).

B : Maximum budgeting available.

T : Shortest possible duration to completion a project within maximum budgeting available. Or the Critical path

for the project network after all activities are crashing.

PT:      Late penalty cost per time unit if the project is finished after the deadline T.

C",i :    Normal cost for activity i

T", i :   Normal Time for activity i

CC ,i :  Crash Cost for activity i

TC ,i :  Crash Time for activity i

Ui :     Cost slope for activity i

CP :    Critical path (longest path in the project network) .

D", q:  Normal time of critical activity q, where q = (1,2,3 …L)

DC, q : Crash time of critical activity q.

C", j:   Normal cost for noncritical activity j ,where j = (1,2,3…m)

CC , q :Crash cost for critical activity q.

US :    Cost slope for critical activity S , where S begin with critical activity that has a smallest cost slope

= (1,2,3,…,Y)

Ux:     Cost slope for noncritical activity x , where x begin with noncritical activity that has a biggest cost

slope = (1,2,3,…,z)

Dr, S :  Max reduction in duration of critical activity S.

Dr, x:   Max stretching in duration of noncritical activity x.

T.C" :   Total cost to complete the project in normal condition .

T.Ca:    Total cost to complete the project considering crash all activities.

T.CC :   Total cost to complete the project considering crash critical activities.

ncT.S.C :  Total savings cost obtained by stretching all noncritical activities without extending the project

duration.

ncT.C.S :  Total cost to complete the project considering stretch noncritical activities.

ncT.C.S.P : Total cost to complete the project considering late penalty.

.
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General Descriptions and Formulations:

a) The Critical path for the project network in normal condition.

  (2)

b) The total cost of the project in normal condition.

  (3)

c) The total cost of the project considering crash all activities.

  (4)

d) The Critical path for the project network after all activities are crashing.

   (5)

e) Total Savings cost obtained by stretching all noncritical activities without extending the project

  (6)

f) The total cost to complete the project considering stretch noncritical activities.

  (7)

g) The total cost to complete the project considering late penalty.

  (8)

Numerical Example:

It is useful at this point to illustrate the procedure with a numerical example with hypothetical data in

which there are 23 activities. Table 1 summarizes a project with hypothetical data for the example.

Table 1: Activity data in normal and crash conditions

n cActi vity Code Activity Predecessor Normal Time T Crash times T Normal Crash M ax reducti Cost slope

n cCost C Cost C on in time

A 2 1  20000 30000 1 week 10000

B A 3 1  60000 100000 2 week 20000

C B 2 1 30000 40000 1week 10000

D C  2 1 20000 30000 1 week 10000

E D 4 2 100000 150000 2 week 25000

F B 3 2 150000 180000 1 week 30000

G E, F 2 1 200000 300000 1 week 100000

H G 10 7 500000 620000 3 week 40000

I H 15 10 650000 850000 5 week 40000

J H 7 5 250000 300000 2 week 25000

K I 2 1 20000 25000 1 week 5000

L J, K 9 6 300000 420000 3 week 40000

M  H 2 1 20000 25000 1 week 5000

N H 3 2 30000 40000 1 week 10000

O H 6 4 120000 150000 2 week 15000

P I 7 4 450000 570000 3 week 40000

Q L, M  4 2 350000 500000 2 week 75000

R O, Q 6 3 550000 760000 3 week 70000

S N, R 7 5 450000 600000 2 week 75000

T J, P 5 3 350000 450000 2 week 50000

U S 5 3 250000 320000 2 week 35000

V T 4 2 150000 220000 2week 35000

W  U, V 4 2 100000 150000 2 week 25000

Total cost 5,120,0 00 6,830,000

where : Ai : Project’s activities = (A,B,C, … , W ). , B = $6,830,000, PT = $250,000 per week

T : Shortest possible duration to completion a project within available maximum budgeting.
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RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Finding Critical Path Using ormal Time and Cost:

After determined q (critical activities in the project network) from Forward and backward pass.

(See Figure 1). We can find the critical path and total normal cost for construction project after activate

equations (2) and (3) respectively.

  (2)

We can notice the cost and time of completing the project activities under normal conditions are $5,120,000

, 77 weeks respectively. the client needs the plant in T (shortest possible duration to completion a project

wherein not exceeds B ( $6,830,000) available maximum budgeting.

Fig. 1: Critical path , Earliest and Latest Star, Earliest and Latest Finish for each activities in the project

network(Normal Conditions)
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Finding Critical Path Using Time-cost Trade-off by Stretching Noncritical Activities Method:

a) Steps of Stretch on Critical Activities Method:

Step 1: Crash all activities in the project simultaneously.

Step 2: Compute cost slope for each activity in the project network then find the total normal and crash cost

Step 3: Drawing project network after crashing all activities then determine critical path and noncritical paths.

Step 4: Find the earliest start and finish by Forward Pass, latest start and finish by Backward Pass then find

the total float for each activity to determine critical and noncritical activities. Also we find the total cost of

the project by crashing all activities and project completion time after activate the equations (4) and (5)

respectively.(See Figure 2 and Table 2 ).

  (4)

  (5)

Table 2: Activity analysis for using crash time in the project network

Activity No. Activity Name On Critical Path Activity Time Earliest Start Earliest Finish Latest Start LatestFinish Slack (LS-ES)

1 A Yes 1 0 1 0 1 0

2 B Yes 1 1 2 1 2 0

3 C Yes 1 2 3 2 3 0

4 D Yes 1 3 4 3 4 0

5 E Yes 2 4 6 4 6 0

6 F No 2 2 4 4 6 2

7 G Yes 1 6 7 6 7 0

8 H Yes 7 7 14 7 14 0

9 I Yes 10 14 24 14 24 0

10 J No 5 14 19 20 25 6

11 K Yes 1 24 25 24 25 0

12 L Yes 6 25 31 25 31 0

13 M  No 1 14 15 30 31 16

14 N No 2 14 16 31 33 17

15 O No 4 14 18 32 36 18

16 P No 4 24 28 35 39 11

17 Q Yes 2 31 33 31 33 0

18 R Yes 3 33 36 33 36 0

19 S Yes 5 36 41 36 41 0

20 T No 3 28 31 39 42 11

21 U Yes 3 41 44 41 44 0

22 V No 2 31 33 42 44 11

23 W  Yes 2 44 46 44 46 0

Project Completion Time = 46 weeks

Total Cost of Project = $6,830,000 (Cost on CP = $4,895,000)

Step 5: Start with those noncritical activities in noncritical paths that will yield the greatest savings—those

with the greatest cost slope.

Step 6: The noncritical activities can be stretched until all the slack in the different noncritical paths network

is used up.

Step 7: Find the total Savings cost by stretching all noncritical activity without extending the project. Table

3 illustrate the mechanism of stretching .We can find the total savings cost after activate equation (6).

  (6)

Step 8: The final project cost is computed by subtracting the saving cost from the initial crash cost. After

activate equation (7) we find the total cost to complete the project considering stretch noncritical activity

method
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  (7)

The final cost to complete the project in Shortest possible duration within available maximum budgeting

and after subtracting the total Savings cost.

Fig. 2: The project network after crashing all activities (Crash Conditions).

b) Mechanism of Stretching Noncritical Activity:

Just as reducing an activity’s time from the normal time increases its cost, so stretching time from the

crash time reduces its cost. As a result, of crashing all activities simultaneously yields the project duration of

46 weeks and the expense of crashing all activities is $6,830,000 an artificially high amount because, as would

shown, it is not necessary to crash every activity to finish the project in the shortest time.

The project completion time of 46 weeks is the time along the critical path. Because the critical path:

START�A�  B�  C�  D�E�  G�  H�  I�K�L�Q�R�S�U�W is the longest path, other (noncritical)

paths are of shorter duration and consequently have no influence on project duration. So it is possible to

“stretch” or increase any noncritical activity by a certain amount without extending the project. In fact, the

noncritical activities can be stretched until all the slack in the network is used up. Therefore can be reduced

the cost of crashing all activities in network project by stretching noncritical jobs(Nicholas, 2004). To do so,
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start with those noncritical activities that will yield the greatest savings—those with the greatest cost slope.

Table 3 contain all possible length of paths ,it illustrates the different between critical path and other paths

,this different called a slack of paths ,so we can notice that the beginning will be with non critical activity

(T)because it has greatest cost slope($50000) and can be stretched by up to 2 weeks(bringing it to the normal

time of 5 weeks) in each path involve (T) without extending the project duration and reducing total cost at

($100000),as well, non-critical activity (P) has cost slope($40000) this activity can be stretched by up to 3

weeks without extending the project duration and reducing total cost ($120000) , etc. The final project cost

is computed by subtracting the savings obtained by stretching ( T) 2weeks ,( P) 3weeks

,(V) 2weeks, (F) 1week, ( J) 2weeks,( O) 2weeks,( N) 1week,( M) 1week from the initial crash cost:

$6,830,000 – 2(50000) -3(40000)-2(35000)-1(30000)-2(25000)-2(1 5000)-1(10000)-1(5000) = $6,415,000

Table 3: Mechanism of stretching after crashing all activities

Non critical max increa Greatest cost slope Length of path Total cost after
activity That has sing in time respectiv ely subtracting
a greatest

AB AB AB AB AB AB AB AB AB AB AB AB AB AB

C C C C C C C F F F F F F F

D D D D D D D G G G G G G G

E E E E E E E H H H HI HI HJ HJ

G G G G G G G O N M PT K L T
H H H HI HI HJ HJ SU R Q V L Q V
O N M P K L T W SU R W Q RS W
SU R Q T L Q V W SU RS U
W SU RS V Q RS W W U W

W U W R U W
W SU W

W

28 29 30 35 46 40 26 26 27 28 33 44 38 24 $6,830,000
T 2 $50000 28 29 30 37 46 40 28 26 27 28 35 44 38 26 $6,730,000
P 3 $40000 28 29 30 40 46 40 28 26 27 28 38 44 38 26 $6,610,000
V 2 $35000 28 29 30 42 46 40 30 26 27 28 40 44 38 28 $6,540,000
F 1 $30000 28 29 30 42  46 40 30 27 28 29 41 45 39 29 $6,510,000
J 2 $25000 28 29 30 42 46 42  32 27  28 29 41 45  41 31 $6,460,000
O 2 $15000 30 29 30 42 46 42 32 29 28 29 41 45 41 31 $6,430,000
N 1 $10000 30 30 30 42 46 42 32 29  29 29 41 45  41 31 $6,420,000
M 1 $5000 30 30 31 42 46 42 32 29 29 30 41 45 41 31 $6,415,00

Conclusions:

The philosophy of time-cost trade-off (stretching noncritical activity) has been presented in this paper. It directly

find the shortest possible project duration avoiding intermediate steps of time -cost trade-off and provide us a systematic

and logical approach for decision making and ultimately increases the effectiveness of the decision. As the solution

provides us the starting time of the activities, this can be used for monitoring the project. In our hypothetical example,

time -cost trade-off specially (stretching noncritical activity) could also be achieved at lower cost by stretching

noncritical activity without extending the project duration and reducing total cost. Also we conclude the following

points :

1. It is not necessary to use up all the slack in the different noncritical paths network when the noncritical activities

are stretched.

2. The duration and the total cost to complete the project in normal conditions is 77 weeks , $5,120,000 respectively.

3. Obtain the greatest cost savings by increasing noncritical activities which have greatest cost slope . So the final

total cost is $6,415,000. It means reduced total cost approximately $415,000.

4. The total cost of crashing all activities in the project is $6,830,000 to complete the project in 46 weeks. But it is

not necessary to crash every activity to finish the project in the shortest time(46 weeks),if we follow noncritical

activities or crashing critical activities method.

5. An activity can be stretched up to its normal time, which is assumed to be its least-costly time, extending the

activity beyond the normal pace will not produce any additional savings and might well increase the cost.

The cost of the network activities has been optimized throughout the entire project duration. This approach is an

acceptable tool of management and proven to be not only superior method for planning, scheduling and controlling

project progress, but also is very real and valuable assets to contractors in convincing the owner of their potentials and

abilities. With the introduction of better and more rigorous methods of planning work, together with cost analysis, the

construction control will become more systematic. In all of these, decisions must be made to complete the project in

the shortest possible duration in light of the restraints that are bound to exist.
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